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Ginners focused on seed cotton, sales continue at a very slow pace
For one more week ginners remain 100% focused on seed cotton prices & deliveries, leaving their sales
aside. Very little business to report on behalf of Turkish spinners, who appeared to be paying levels of 69 c/lb
FOT. Following yesterday’s strong performance of cotton, sellers would like first to evaluate the market and
then proceed to new offers. Although cotton prices where up the eur / dollar rate is an obstacle for new sales.



 Additionally, this lack and unwillingness of many offers can be also justified by the way seed cotton
purchases are made by ginners. In few words, ginners are trying to bring farmers in the volatile cotton market
by updating prices depending on the NYF trend. Thus, they are paying an open price to the grower and giving
quotes periodically that growers would get in case they were fixing their seed cotton sales. In this way ginners
are aiming to bring growers up to date with the international cotton market. Also in this system ginners are
having a better control of their cost and later on will be more confident of their sales, the drawback of course
is that offers will remain limited until growers fix their seed cotton. Latest date for growers to fix their seed
cotton is expected to be the 31st of December.

Regarding harvesting, in Thessaly area we are almost finished, Levadia is heading to its end while some
late areas of Macedonia (Serres, Drama) should be around 40%. The cotton produced so far is really
promising. The biggest percentage stands on the HVI 31 and very good 41 (41-1/-3). All the other specs are
fair apart from some small areas where the mic is on the high side. Lastly, quantity wise as growers are
warehousing their seed cotton ginners cannot predict accurately the volume of lint cotton to be produced.
Several sources estimate a production of 320-330,000 tons.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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